
Easy and safe travel every step of the way.

SITA Flight Folder handles the heavy lifting of 
pre-flight preparation and post-flight reporting 
to relieve pilot workload. SITA’s highly intuitive 
solution collates reams of documents and 
compares flight plans with pilot input to  
highlight potential issues immediately.  
So your people can focus on what matters most. 

Reduce pilot briefing time by

50%

SITA Flight Folder
Bolster your flights’ efficiency 
and sustainability building on 
a multifaceted EFB app



SITA Flight Folder simplifies and digitizes 
pre-flight briefing packages for a smoother 
and speedier workflow. With manuals, charts, 
calculations, plans and more in an easy-access 
digital folder, pilots no longer need to process 
masses of data across digital and analogue 
applications under increasing time pressure.

SITA’s pioneering ‘manage by exception’ 
approach highlights critical information early 
on in the briefing process. With color-coded 
indicators for METAR, TAF and NOTAMs, 
predicted RAIM outages and potential weather 
issues, pilots can make better plans in less time.

Same flight plan  
Less time

One tool for transparent 
data, faster briefing, and 
simplified logging. 

Reduce briefing and reporting times

View critical information intuitively 

Eliminate printed material on the 
flight deck
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–––   Solution



Save time, reduce workload –  
in the cockpit and the operations 
control center
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A single flight overview dashboard highlights 
critical information for pilots at a glance.

Streamlined flight logging with contextual dropdown 
and keyboard prompts makes logging a breeze.

Streamline your process  
with minimal disruption
Implement SITA Flight Folder with minimal training and no impact on your 
existing systems in a matter of weeks

Built to also work 
with ARINC 633-2 
OFPs

Available on iPads, 
Windows EFBs and 
web browsers

Integrates 
seamlessly into 
existing airline 
processes

Compatible with 
most file types, 
.PDF, .txt, .PNG  
and more
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View color-coded weather severity and proactive 
high-importance NOTAM warnings.

Designed for simple fuel calculation, refuelling 
requests, margin management and reporting.

Update, send and receive digital OFPs in real-time 
for increased efficiency and reduced paperwork.

Stations tab shows proactive color warnings, 
focusing pilot attention on critical data to reduce 
information overload.

Flight plan sign-off is simple via signature or pilot 
code and automatically recorded for dispatchers.

Integrated with SITA eWAS weather app 
and SITA OptiClimb.



Strategic simplicity in 
every feature
SITA Flight Folder combines crucial flight data and documents in a single,  
live digital folder for effortless efficiency. Simple for pilots,  
simple for dispatchers.

One simple tool for 
better planning and 
performance

Efficient, effective, 
sustainable
Digital documents save time and limits
paperwork, reducing your costs and your
carbon footprint.

Weight and Fuel 
module helps to 
quickly identify 
fuel needed

Breeze through flight 
logging process 
by easily entering 
waypoint times and 
delay codes  
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Identify critical 
information early 
and promptly 
during the briefing 
process

–––   Solution



SITA Flight Folder was co-developed with leading global 
airlines to reduce data overload, cut briefing and logging time, 
and improve situational awareness.  

Designed for you, 
with you
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–––   Solution

SITA’s experts
are with you at every stage to ensure 
fast integration and a smooth 
learning curve.

Get set-up  
in weeks, 
not months



Give your pilots  
the freedom to focus
To find out how to simplify your flight planning  
process for pilots and dispatchers, get in touch.
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FOR AIRCRAFT

–––   Get in touch

CONTACT

https://www.sita.aero/solutions/sfa-request-information/

